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By Samuel W. Herbert

The History Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Avenue: a Newcastle
Backstreet Boyhood, Samuel W. Herbert, This is a hard-hitting account of growing up in
Newcastle's West End during the uncertain years of the First World War and the Depression. Samuel
Herbert had to grow up fast when his mother moved the family to a cockroach-infested tenement
in Elswick while his Dad - a miner - was away fighting on the front line. Along with the shared
'netties' and the terrible living conditions, Samuel learned how to deal with the bullies and the
gangs until he grew as tough as they were. His fight to get out of this poverty-stricken existence was
always hindered by something and he continuously ended up back in that same sorrowful place
called The Avenue. Along with the tragedy, however, came lots of laughs, and Samuel's unique
account demonstrates the humour, courage and indomitable spirit of the local population. Prepare
to be amused and entertained, surprised and moved by these stories, which vividly capture the
heart and heritage of this former mining community.
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this ebook. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of your ebook. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this ebook.
-- Efr en Swift-- Efr en Swift

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich
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